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ABSTRACT

The effects of contaminant sources removal in 2005 (i.e. barrels, tank, pit and wastewater pipe sources) on carbon tetrachloride (CT) and chloroform (CF) concentration in groundwater were assessed at several areas of a fractured multi-contaminant aquifer (Òdena, Spain) over a long-term period (2010-2014). Changes in redox conditions, in these chlorinated methanes (CMs) concentration and in their carbon isotopic compositions ($\delta^{13}$C) were monitored in multilevel wells. $\delta^{13}$C values from these wells were compared to those obtained from sources (barrels, tank and pit before their removal, 2002-2005) and to commercial solvents values in literature. Additionally, CMs natural attenuation processes were identified by C-Cl isotope slopes ($\Lambda$).

Analyses revealed the downstream migration of the pollutant focus and an efficient removal of DNAPLs in the pit source’s influence area. However, the removal of the contaminated soil from former tank and wastewater pipe was incomplete as leaching from unsaturated zone was proved, evidencing these areas are still active sources. Nevertheless, significant CMs degradation was detected close to all sources and $\Lambda$ values pointed to different reactions. For CT in the tank area, $\Lambda$ value fitted with hydrogenolysis pathway although other possible reduction processes were also uncovered. Near the wastewater pipe area, CT thiolytic reduction combined with hydrogenolysis was derived. The highest CT degradation extent accounted for these areas was 72±11% and 84±6%, respectively. For CF, the $\Lambda$ value in the pit source’s area was consistent with oxidation and/or with transport of CF affected by alkaline hydrolysis from upstream interception trenches. In contrast, isotope data evidenced CF reduction in the tank and wastewater pipe influence areas, although the observed $\Lambda$ slightly deviates from the reference values, likely due to the continuous leaching of CF degraded in the non-saturated zone by a mechanism different from reduction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon tetrachloride (CT) and chloroform (CF) are volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from the chlorinated methanes (CMs) group, considered toxic pollutants by the USEPA (2014). Identifying sources and tracing their evolution over time is crucial to set up effective decontamination strategies (Penny et al., 2010; Cappelletti et al., 2012).

In groundwater, CT degradation only occurs under anoxic conditions. CT can be reduced biotically or by Fe(II) sorbed on iron oxy/hydroxides surfaces to CF and then to dichloromethane (DCM) following a hydrogenolysis pathway. In addition, CT “hydrolytic reduction” (e.g. by magnetite) initiates with a reduction and leads, after different steps including hydrolysis, to formate, CO and CO$_2$ as final products. CT “thiolytic reduction”, after an initial reduction, produces CS$_2$ as final product by thiolytic substitution of dechlorinated intermediates, being mediated either by Fe(II)-sulfides or by bacteria (Field and Sierra-Alvarez, 2004; Penny et al., 2010; Koenig et al., 2012; He et al., 2015). CT reduction by *Pseudomonas stutzeri* also produces CO$_2$ as the final product, with transient accumulation of toxic phosgene and thiophosgene (Lewis and Crawford, 1995).

CF degradation occurs under oxic and anoxic conditions. Under oxic conditions, cometabolic microbial reactions transform CF to CO$_2$ (Cappelletti et al., 2012). Abiotic reactions like oxidation (e.g. by persulfate) and CF alkaline hydrolysis have been proved as efficient CF remediation strategies (Torrentó et al., 2014; 2017). Under anoxic conditions, direct or indirect “hydrolytic reduction” of CF and cometabolic hydrogenolysis are described, the latter being associated to methanogens, fermenting bacteria and sulfate reducers (Cappelletti et al., 2012). Finally, *Dehalobacter* and *Desulfitobacterium* genera are able to dechlorinate CF to DCM by organohalide respiration (Grostern et al., 2010; Chan et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Deshpande et al., 2013; Tang and Edwards, 2013; Ding et al., 2014).

CT and CF inhibit mutual biodegradation (Grostern et al., 2010; Lima and Sleep, 2010; Justicia-Leon et al., 2014) and also microbial respiration of chlorinated ethanes and ethenes by *Dehalococcoides* and *Desulfitobacterium* species (Bagley et al., 2000; Weathers and Parkin, 2000; Maymó-Gatell et al., 2001; Duhamel et al., 2002; Futagami et al., 2006, 2013), and this hinders natural attenuation and bioremediation strategies in complex sites impacted by mixtures of chlorinated compounds.

According to the European Environment Agency (EEA, 2014), *ex situ* physical and/or chemical treatments represent 37% of the techniques used in groundwater decontamination. Monitored Natural Attenuation (MNA) is an alternative cost-effective treatment, although it requires appropriate quantification and evaluation over time (Wiegert et al., 2012). There are only few
MNA case studies of CT and CF in polluted sites, mainly based on the detection and quantification of by-products (Devlin and Muller, 1999; Davis et al., 2003; Puigserver et al., 2013). However, monitoring parental and by-product compounds concentration as an indicator of (bio)degradation has some limitations, such as i) long periods of time are often necessary to detect a significant decrease in concentrations, especially at highly polluted sites or when sources have not been removed; ii) no clear conclusions can be drawn when a given compound appears as both parent and by-product; when a by-product originates from multiple parent compounds; or when the target by-product is further degraded and iii) sorption or desorption, differential transport or dilution events could also produce concentrations variations but not degradation.

To overcome these limitations, compound specific isotope analysis (CSIA) is increasingly used for source apportionment and in situ assessment of chlorinated ethenes and ethanes MNA (Wiegert et al., 2012, 2013; Kuder et al., 2013; Badin et al., 2014, 2016; Kaown et al., 2014; Palau et al., 2014, 2016; Audí-Miró et al., 2015). Moreover, dual isotopic studies (2D-CSIA) with carbon and chlorine isotope analyses have allowed more precise identification of pollutants’ origin and fate as dual isotope slopes (Λ) reflect ongoing degradation mechanisms and can be compared with characteristic slopes from laboratory studied reactions (Hunkeler et al., 2009). However, an aged source of contamination would have undergone fractionation processes in the unsaturated zone distinctly or not to those occurred in the saturated zone (Jeannottat and Hunkeler, 2012, 2013) and, thus, it would hamper reliable degradation processes discrimination. Therefore, if the original pure phase is not available, the study and comparison of isotope values from wells respect to the ones located in source areas (Wiegert et al., 2012) or to the known range of commercial solvents values (Holt et al., 1997, Jendrzejewski et al., 2001, Shouakar-Stash et al., 2003) is strongly advisable (Imfeld et al., 2008; Palau et al., 2014). To our knowledge, there are only few field CSIA studies dedicated to CMs. These studies are mainly based on carbon isotope measurements to confirm CT degradation in the non-saturated zone (Kirtland et al., 2003), to characterise the very depleted $\delta^{13}$C of CT and CF industrially produced from methane (Nijenhuis et al., 2013), to confirm CF degradation, along with concentration data, in a multi-contaminant polluted aquifer (Hunkeler et al., 2005) and/or to evaluate CF remediation treatment by alkaline hydrolysis in Ódena site (NE Spain) (Torrentó et al., 2014). New methods for chlorine isotope analyses of CMs and reference Λ values have only became available recently (Heckel et al., 2017a,b; Torrentó et al., 2017; Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018a,b). Thus, there are not previous field site studies testing 2D-CSIA approach potential to identify CMs degradation pathways in complex fractured systems with multi-contaminant spills like that of Ódena. These aquifer features increases the difficulty of pollutant monitoring and the need of CSIA techniques to control the contaminant plume.
The first goal of this research consisted in identifying potential aging of these sources and uncovering CMs active leaching sources by using C-CSIA and comparing CMs isotope values from sources before their removal at the Òdena site (NE Spain) with those of CMs commercial solvents and of groundwater samples. The second goal was to unravel the long-term effect of the pollutant sources removal in CMs behaviour and to detect the occurrence of CMs natural attenuation processes. For that end, CMs degradation by-products, $\delta^{13}$C shifts and redox values were monitored over time. Finally, the third goal was to evaluate 2D-CSIA approach potential to identify CMs degradation pathways in a complex fractured aquifer. To this end, dual C-Cl isotope plots of the different multilevel wells were compared with data from literature and from recent microcosms studies performed with Òdena site slurry (Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018a).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Site description

The studied site is an unconfined bedrock aquifer located in Òdena (NE Spain) (Palau et al., 2014; Torrentó et al., 2014). The aquifer is mainly composed of low permeability fractured limestone. The groundwater is polluted with a mixture of pollutants ranging from chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons and chlorobenzenes to pesticides and BTEXs. Groundwater pollution was attributed to three main potential contaminant sources (i.e., barrels with solvents, a pit and a tank where wastewater was spilled) of a former chemical plant working from 1978 to 1985 (Fig.1), although some other spills were detected and mentioned as potential chlorinated ethenes contamination sources (Palau et al., 2014). CT, CF and DCM were found as pure phase solvents in the barrels abandoned in the industrial plant. In 2005, contaminated soil of the tank and pit areas was removed (Palau et al., 2014; Torrentó et al., 2014) and the barrels and the wastewater pipe system were dismantled. The tank and pit excavated areas in the non-saturated zone (hereafter called trenches) were filled with concrete-based construction wastes aiming to induce alkaline conditions (pH ~12) and, thus, promote CF degradation through alkaline hydrolysis (Torrentó et al., 2014).

2.2. Sample collection

During the 2002-2005 period, before the removal of the sources, liquid samples were taken with a bailer from the barrels and tank as well as water samples, from pit area (Palau et al., 2014) for CT, CF and DCM concentration and $\delta^{13}$C analyses. In June 2006, June 2007, September 2007, January 2008, March and November 2010 (Mar-10 and Nov-10 hereafter), March 2013 (Mar-13) and November 2014 (Nov-14) water samples from 8 multilevel wells (S1, S3, S4, S6, S7, ...
S8, S9 and S10, Fig. 1) were taken using flexible polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubes and disposable 60 mL polypropylene sterile syringes for pH and Eh measurements, total Ca, Na, Fe, Cl⁻, HCO₃⁻, NO₃⁻ and SO₄²⁻ and VOCs concentration analyses as well as isotopic analyses. δ³⁴S and δ¹⁸O analyses of dissolved sulfate were done in June 2006 and Mar-13 campaigns. In Mar-10, Nov-10, Mar-13 and Nov-14 VOCs concentration and δ¹³C measurements were also done. δ³⁷Cl measurements were only performed in Mar-13 for CF and in Nov-14 for CT and CF. In addition, different commercial CT, CF and DCM solvents were analysed to complete the range of δ¹³C and δ³⁷Cl reported in the literature for CMs (see Table A2 in supplementary information, SI, for commercial solvent details). All samples were stored until analysis in sterile amber glass bottles, completely filled and closed with PTFE-lines caps.

2.3. Analytical methods

pH and Eh were monitored in field samples using a pH-meter (Crison 6037) and a redox sensor (SenTix® ORP 900), respectively. Aliquots of samples were preserved with nitric acid to measure total concentrations of Fe, Ca and Na by inductively coupled plasma-optic emission spectrometry (ICP-OES, Optima 3200 RL) and by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Elan 6000) at the Centres Científics i Tecnològics de la Universitat de Barcelona (CCiT-UB). HCO₃⁻ was determined by titration (METROHM 702SM Titrino). NO₃⁻, Cl⁻ and SO₄²⁻ concentrations were analyzed by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a WATERS 515 HPLC pump with an IC-PAC anion column and a WATERS detector (mod 432) at the CCiT-UB. To identify the predominant equilibrium system controlling the Eh, Eh-pH predominance diagrams were drawn with the MEDUSA code (Puigdomènech, 2010).

VOCs concentration measurements were done by headspace (HS) - gas chromatography (GC) - mass spectrometry (MS) at the CCiT-UB (Torrentó et al., 2014). The uncertainty based on replicate measurements was below 10% for all the compounds.

For the SO₄²⁻ isotopic analysis, the dissolved SO₄²⁻ was precipitated as BaSO₄ according to (Dogramaci et al., 2001). δ³⁴S-SO₄²⁻ and δ¹⁸O-SO₄²⁻ were analysed at the CCiT-UB as performed by Puig et al. (2013), except that a Finnigan Delta XP Plus IRMS was used for δ³⁴S determination. Notation is expressed in terms of δ (‰) relative to the international standard VSMOW (Vienna Standard Mean Oceanic Water) for δ¹⁸O and VCDT (Vienna Canyon Diablo Troillite) for δ³⁴S. The reproducibility (1σ) of the samples was ±0.2‰ for δ³⁴S-SO₄²⁻ and ±0.5‰ for δ¹⁸O-SO₄²⁻.

Carbon isotope analyses of CMs (δ¹³C_CT, δ¹³C_CF and δ¹³C_DCM) were also performed at the CCiT-UB by headspace (HS)-solid phase microextraction (HS-SPME) coupled to GC-isotope ratio
mass spectrometry (IRMS) (Torrentó et al., 2014; Martín-González et al., 2015). Notation is expressed in terms of δ (‰) relative to VPDB (Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite). Total instrumental uncertainty (2σ) was considered as the standard deviation of duplicate measurements.

CT and CF chlorine isotope analyses (δ⁷³Cl_{CT} and δ⁷³Cl_{CF}) were performed by HS-GC-quadrupole mass spectrometry (qMS) at the University of Neuchâtel (Heckel et al., 2017b). The averaged δ³⁷Cl values were determined on the basis of ten injections of the same sample corrected by two-point calibration with known working standards interspersed along the sequence. Notation is expressed in terms of δ (‰) relative to VSMOC (Vienna Standard Mean Oceanic Chlorine). The analytical uncertainty (2σ) of δ³⁷Cl measurements was in all cases below ±0.5‰ (n=10 per sample). δ³⁷Cl_{CF} measurements were only performed for the samples collected on Mar-13 and Nov-14 and δ³⁷Cl_{CT} for those obtained on Nov-14.

Further details related to the above-mentioned methodologies are included in the SI.

For all these isotopic measurements, several international and laboratory standards have been interspersed among the analytical batches for normalization of analyses according to Coplen et al. (2011).

For a given compound, the extent of degradation (D, %) was estimated following Eq.(1), derived from the Rayleigh distillation equation, where εC is the carbon isotopic fractionation of the selected degradation pathway and δ¹³C_{t} and δ¹³C_{0} are, respectively, the most positive value and the assumed to be the most similar to the original value found in the field site.

\[
D (\%) = \frac{\delta^{13}C_{t} - \delta^{13}C_{0}}{\delta^{13}C_{0}}
\]  

(1)

Changes in both carbon and chlorine isotope values in the field should be greater than 2‰ so that the degradation is considered significant (Hunkeler et al., 2008; Bernstein et al., 2011).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Due to the complexity of the Ódena site, the first results presented and discussed are those related to the CMs isotope data of the polluted sources (subsection 3.1). Once sources are characterized, the evolution of CMs (and by-products) concentration and isotope data in the wells, as well as the occurrence of natural attenuation processes are discussed (subsection 3.2). Finally, discussion focuses on the identification of the specific degradation pathways occurring at the site (subsection 3.3).
3.1. δ\textsuperscript{13}C data of CMs in sources prior to their removal

In this subsection, δ\textsuperscript{13}C values of samples from the tank, pit and barrels sources (Table 1) are compared among them and with available commercial δ\textsuperscript{13}C values (Table A2) in order to characterize them for further multilevel wells data interpretation and to detect if some processes could have affected the sources.

δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CT} values were only available for the tank source. They shifted from -16.1±.9‰ in 2003 to -11.31±.04‰ in 2004 (Table 1) and were well above the range of available commercial CT (-54.4 to -37.0‰) (Table A2).

Regarding CF, the δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CF} value of the barrels source (-46.2±0.4‰) was within the range of commercial CF (-63.7 to -43.2‰) (Table 1). However, the δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CF} values of the tank and pit sources were more enriched than those from the barrels and commercial CF (Table 1). Thus, as δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CF} values of the tank and pit sources are not depleted in \textsuperscript{13}C with respect to the barrels, significant volatilization processes from neat volume of CMs coming from abandoned barrels can be discarded (Baertschi et al., 1953; Hunkeler and Aravena, 2000).

The δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{DCM} in the tank (-36±3‰) was also enriched relative to that of the barrels (-42.1±0.5‰), although in this case both values are within or very close to the upper limit of available commercial DCM range (Table 1).

Therefore, results suggest that CMs normal fractionation processes started during the industrial process and/or once they were spilled in the tank and pit sources in some point between the industrial activity period (1978 -1985) and 2003 (first tank source sampling), especially for CT. Thus, because of this, isotope information from these aged sources should be taken with caution as their CMs isotopic signature might not be representative of the original solvent spilled in the unsaturated zone that migrated downwards through the fractured limestone reaching the aquifer.

3.2. Source removal effects and evidence of CT and CF natural attenuation

Given that the sources sampled between 2002 and 2005 were already aged, the δ\textsuperscript{13}C values representative of original CMs sources, needed for assessing the long-term effect of the source’s removal on CMs natural attenuation, were searched in those wells located in sources’ influence areas. As suggested by groundwater flow paths (Palau et al., 2014) (Fig.1), groundwater samples from wells S1 and S4 and wells S3 and S6 were selected as representative of the pit and tank source’s influence areas, respectively. Wells S8 and S7 (Fig.1) were considered as representative of zones vulnerable to pollution around the industrial plant building (where the barrels were found) and around the wastewater pipe circuit, respectively.
On the other hand, wells S9 and S10, respectively located further downstream and on the other side of the creek (Fig.1), were studied as overall outer controls of the contaminated site.

### 3.2.1. Pit source’s influence area

In S1 well, located exactly in the former pit source (Fig.1), the most abundant CM was CF in all campaigns (up to 97% out of total molar CMs concentration) (Fig.2). Total CMs concentration decreased with time at all depths with no significant variation in CMs distribution with depth (Fig.2). The CT content decreased by nearly one order of magnitude between Mar-10 and Nov-14 and DCM and CS\textsuperscript{2} were always <0.2 µM (Table A3).

Due to low concentrations, δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CT} values was only measured twice in S1 (Fig.3A), being the value of Mar-10 (-30.0±0.5‰) the most depleted value observed for CT within all sampling wells and campaigns. This δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CT} value is 20‰ lighter than the most enriched δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CT} value found in the site (from S3, Fig.3C) and also more depleted than the values measured in the tank source (Table 1), which, in turn, was already considered degraded. Thus, the δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CT} value from S1 (-30.0±0.5‰) had reached the aquifer before being significantly degraded in the unsaturated zone. Therefore, the δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CT} value from Mar-10 in S1 is more representative of the original CT than those values measured in the tank source between 2003 and 2004 (Table 1). This conclusion is also supported by a difference below 2‰ among the most depleted δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CT} values in S1, S4 and S8 wells (Fig.3E), being the latter located near the industrial plant and upstream of any remediation action (Fig.1).

In S1, δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CF} values in Mar-10 (-33±2 and -32.8±0.3‰) were slightly more enriched than those from the pit source and much more than those from the barrels or available commercial CF (Fig.3B), evidencing CF fractionation processes. Over time, δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CF} values increased at all depths. This, in agreement with the decrease in CMs concentration (Fig.2), suggests either CF in situ degradation or arrival of CF degraded by alkaline hydrolysis from the upstream trench (Torrentó et al., 2014). In contrast, δ\textsuperscript{37}Cl\textsubscript{CF} remained almost constant between Mar-13 (-3.8±0.5‰ on average) and Nov-14 (-3.5±0.3‰ on average) (Fig.3B). These values, which are within the available range for commercial CF, were the most depleted δ\textsuperscript{37}Cl\textsubscript{CT} values measured at the site.

In S4 well, located downstream of S1 (Fig.1), samples from the deepest part showed much lower CMs concentrations than those from the upper part (Fig.2), as observed also for chlorinated ethenes (Table A3). The CT and CF molar fractions were quite similar in Mar-10 and Mar-13 whereas the fraction of CF increased in Nov-14 at the upper part while total CMs concentration decreased (Fig.2). However, δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{CT} and δ\textsuperscript{37}Cl\textsubscript{CT} of S4 did not significantly change compared to S1 during the monitored period (Fig.3A), indicating that observed changes in CT and CF molar fractions are not attributed to in situ CT degradation, but proved CT degradation.
in trenches (Torrentó et al., 2014). This result agrees with the low concentrations of DCM and CS₂ in this well (Table A3).

In S4, the most enriched δ¹³C_CF (-32.9±0.4, 425 m.a.s.l., Mar-13) and the most depleted δ¹³C_CF (-40.8±0.1‰, 419 m.a.s.l., Mar-13) values were 4‰ higher and 3‰ lower than δ¹³C_CF in the pit source, respectively (Table 1). Since CT isotopic composition remained quite stable for all depths during the studied period, these depleted δ¹³C_CF values cannot be linked to CT degradation. δ¹³C_CF enrichment might suggest CF degradation or influx of already isotope fractionated CF at the upper parts of S4 where the redox state was governed by the nitrate/nitrite equilibrium in aqueous solution (N system, in Fig.1).

In S4, total CMs concentration and CT proportion are higher than in S1 (Fig.1, 2 and Table A3) pointing out the detachment of the plume from S1 towards S4 through the fracture network. This is also supported by more depleted δ¹³C_CF values in S4 than in S1. In addition, in the latter available campaign, δ³⁷Cl_CT values in S4 were more depleted than in S1 (Fig.3A,B). These data suggest a lower extent of degradation for both compounds downstream. CMs moving downstream in the pit source’s influence area might inhibit chlorinated ethenes biodegradation (Bagley et al., 2000), explaining the results previously reported by Palau et al. (2014).

### 3.2.2. Tank source’s influence area

One of the most polluted wells at the site, S3, is located in the former tank where wastewater was spilled (Fig.1). CMs concentration clearly decreased over time in the upper part of the well, while fluctuated without a clear trend at the middle and deepest points. A maximum CMs concentration (close to 350 µM) was reached at the deepest part in Nov-10 (Fig.2). CF was the most abundant CM in all the studied campaigns, especially at the deepest parts, where it was almost an order of magnitude higher than CT (Fig.2). High DCM contents were observed along all S3 levels, especially at the deepest part (up to 102 µM in Mar-13, the 41% of the CMs molar fraction) (Fig.2). In addition, CS₂ values up to 0.8 µM were found (Table A3).

δ¹³C_CT values were very far from the isotopic composition range of commercial CT and fluctuated around the tank source range with offsets of up to +6.0‰ and -5.0‰ (Fig.3C). δ¹³C_CT and δ³⁷Cl_CT values (up to -10.3±0.3‰ and +7.3±0.3‰ (Fig.3C), respectively) were the most enriched values of all wells and campaigns. δ¹³C_CT enriched in S3 over time, as well as from top to bottom in Mar-10 and Nov-10 (maximum difference of +5.2‰). However, the opposite trend was observed in Nov-14, with up to a +6.5‰ difference (Fig.3C). This opposite trend could be due to the occurrence in parallel of different processes: 1) CT degradation inducing isotopic enrichment in ¹³C, more evident in the deepest parts and supported by a steady Eh controlled by
Fe-system; and 2) new CT incomings depleting $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CT}}$ values in the upper parts, especially in the early campaigns.

$\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CF}}$ fluctuated over time within the limits of the tank and pit sources ranges (Fig. 3D), except at the deepest part, where $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CF}}$ values were 5‰ more enriched than the rest of the well (Fig. 3D). As the same isotope pattern was observed for $\delta^{37}\text{Cl}_{\text{CT}}$ values in Mar-13 and Nov-14 (enrichment of up to 1.9‰, Fig. 3D), CF degradation processes in the deepest part of the well can be assumed. At shallower depths, $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CF}}$ probably reflects a mixture of isotope effects associated with CF degradation and the continuous input of CF, as by-product of proved CT degradation and/or as incoming pollution.

In S3, only $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{DCM}}$ values from the deepest levels of Mar-13 and Nov-14 campaigns were available (from -41±1 to -36±1‰, Table A3). They were in a range similar to that of the barrels and tank sources (from -42.1±0.5 to -36±3‰, respectively) (Table 1). Nevertheless, this similar isotope range may have resulted from DCM coming from CF degradation. Thus, although high DCM concentrations at deep levels of S3 were detected comparing with the other wells (Fig. 2), $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{DCM}}$ shifts did not support unequivocal evidences of DCM origin or fate during the studied period.

In well S6, situated downstream from the tank source, total CMs concentration was much lower than in S3 for all campaigns (Fig. 2) and decreased over time. CF was the most abundant compound (up to 51 µM), with a concentration frequently an order of magnitude higher than CT. DCM and CS$_2$ reached concentrations of 0.7 µM and 0.02 µM, respectively (Table A3). Due to the low CT concentration, $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CT}}$ was measured in few samples and no data for $\delta^{37}\text{Cl}_{\text{CT}}$ was obtained (Fig. 3C). Determined $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CT}}$ values (-15.2±0.5‰ and -13.8±0.4‰) are within the S3 and tank source values range. This fact hindered the identification of i) CT degradation and ii) whether the observed isotope ratios were the result of enriched CT transported from the former tank or latter degradation in S3 or S6. For CF in S6, $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CF}}$ values in Mar-10 were 16‰ more enriched than latter in Mar-13 when the most negative values for all sampling wells and campaigns (-44.6±0.5‰ Fig. 3D) were found. This latter value was within the range of the barrels and commercial CF (Fig. 3D) but it could also represent a CF by-product from a completely degraded CT with an isotopic signature similar to CT from commercial brands and barrels. Moreover, in Mar-13, $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CF}}$ values increased from this depleted value at the bottom to a value similar to those found in previous campaigns at the top (Fig. 3D). Since new entrances of non-degraded CF from upstream areas seem improbable (attending to the enriched $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CF}}$ values of S3 well over time, Fig. 3D), this behaviour might be explained by extensive CT degradation in S3-S6 area. Although the decrease in concentration and the Eh value controlled by Fe and N
systems (Fig.1) would support this hypothesis, it cannot be confirmed by $\delta^{37}$Cl$_{CF}$ or any CT isotope data.

3.2.3. Wastewater pipe area

The S8 well, located upstream of the tank source at the point where the wastewater pipe was connected to the chemical plant (Fig.1), showed low CMs concentrations with a maximum of 8 $\mu$M at 427 m.a.s.l. in Mar-13 (Fig.2). In general, CF was more abundant than CT. CMs concentration did not clearly decrease during the monitored period (Fig.2), although in Nov-10 and Mar-13, CT and CF concentrations fell with depth down three orders of magnitude (Table A3). DCM and CS$_2$ were present also in low concentrations (up to 0.1 $\mu$M and 0.04 $\mu$M, respectively). $\delta^{13}$C$_{CT}$ values were depleted with respect to the tank source values (>1 ‰), enriched compared to the range for commercial CT and values of Nov-14 (Fig.3E) were similar to those found in S4 (Mar-13 and Nov-14) or in S1 (Mar-10, Fig.3A). As a maximum $\delta^{13}$C$_{CT}$ decrease of 4‰ was measured at the upper part (424 m.a.s.l.) between Mar-13 and Nov-14 (Fig.3E), leaching processes could be suggested. $\delta^{37}$Cl$_{CT}$ values (Nov-14) did not show a relevant enrichment in depth (Fig. 3E). For CF, $\delta^{13}$C$_{CF}$ underwent more than a 10‰ decrease from Mar-13 to Nov-14 (Fig. 3F). The depleted $\delta^{13}$C$_{CF}$ values of Nov-14 were close to the pit and tank values, but enriched with respect to the range determined for the barrels and commercial CF (Fig.3F).

For the S7 well, CMs concentration in the upper part of S7 was always much higher than those of its deepest part and those of the rest of the wells (Fig.2). Moreover, at 428 m.a.s.l., CMs concentration increased up to 632 $\mu$M in Nov-14 (Fig.2), consistently with the increase revealed in Nov-10. CT and CF molar ratios presented similar values at the upper part of S7, except in Mar-2013 when the molar ratio of DCM became significant and a decrease in total CMs concentration was observed. At depth, DCM and CF molar fractions decreased over time (Fig.2). CS$_2$ concentration values were only analysed for Mar-13 (up to 0.04 $\mu$M), preventing us to define if CS$_2$ was yielded as a by-product.

Determined $\delta^{13}$C$_{CT}$ values were between those from the tank source and those for commercial CT (Fig.3E). The values fluctuated over campaigns with an enrichment of around 5‰ from the bottom to the top during Mar-13 and Nov-14 (Fig.3E). This, together with a 2‰ enrichment of $\delta^{37}$Cl$_{CT}$ values (Fig.3E), may suggest reliable CT degradation at the upper part during the studied period. $\delta^{13}$C$_{CF}$ also fluctuated over time and showed the most depleted values in Nov-14 (Fig.3F). In contrast to CT, the strongest enrichment in $^{13}$C$_{CF}$ was observed at the middle part (around 420 m.a.s.l.). $\delta^{13}$C$_{CF}$ and $\delta^{37}$Cl$_{CF}$ values measured in 2010 (-17.9±0.7 and +1.6±0.5‰, respectively) (Fig.3F, Table A5) were the most enriched values in all campaigns and wells. Therefore, despite the contribution of active leaching arriving from the unsaturated zone
through the fracture network, the meaningful isotopic enrichment at the middle part, the high
DCM molar fractions and the decrease of Eh values with depth (Fig.1, Fig.A1) evidenced the
occurrence of CMs natural attenuation processes in this area.

### 3.2.4. Downstream controls

The S9 well, the furthest well downstream from the chemical plant and the highly affected area
(Fig.1), serves as outer control to establish if authorities should implement additional
remediation measures. CMs concentrations were low (up to 10 µM, Fig.2) and CF was always
more abundant than CT. In Nov-14, both CF, CT and DCM concentrations (up to 4, 0.9 and 0.8
µM, respectively) (Table A3), exceeded the European Union (EU) limits of 0.08, 0.02 and 0.2
µM, respectively (2008/105/CE). CS₂ concentrations were low (e.g. 0.04 µM in Nov-14);
nevertheless this compound is not regulated. The most negative δ¹³C<sub>CT</sub> value in S9 (-22.97±0.02,
Mar-13, Fig.3G) was 7‰ more depleted than the most negative value of the tank source (Table
1), but was very enriched compared to the range obtained for commercial CT. CMs degradation
processes would have affected the tank only after certain original CMs pollution had already
reached the saturated zone downstream, explaining the high CT fractionation detected in 2003
and 2004 source’s sampling in comparison to some depleted CT values in wells.

In S10 well, located downstream of S6, at the other side of the creek (Fig.1), the highest
concentration of CMs was found in Mar-13, with up to 0.1 µM CT and 0.3 µM CF, both slightly
above the EU limits. Measured CS₂ contents were low (≤0.01 µM). Thus, pollution has not
strongly affected the groundwater eastbound moving far beyond this well. Low concentration of
CMs only allowed δ¹³C<sub>CF</sub> values in Mar-13 (Fig.3H).

### 3.3. Degradation pathways study

This subsection evaluates the potential of 2D-CSIA approach to identify CMs degradation
pathways in complex fractured aquifer. To this end, dual C-Cl isotope plots of the different
multilevel wells were compared with literature data. Fig.4 shows the δ¹³C vs. δ³⁷Cl data of CT
and CF obtained in Mar-13 and Nov-14 campaigns and establishes the origin of C-Cl Λ values.
All these data are plotted together with values from sources prior to their removal and from
commercial solvents. Moreover, statistical comparison of the obtained C-Cl Λ values from
wells with those of different degradation mechanisms or pathways already reported in literature
is also included in this section.

The CT dual C-Cl isotope plot (Fig.4) supports that CT in S4 and S8 wells, despite the distance
between the wells (Fig.1), likely comes from the same spilled CT. Similar CMs carbon isotopic
mass balance values (δ¹³C<sub>SUM</sub>, see Eq. A1) for the tank, before its removal, and for S3 and S7
over time, especially in the shallowest parts, also point out to a single mixture of original spilled
CMs in all over Ödena site (Fig.A2). CT in S8 and S4 showed negligible δ¹³C variation but certain δ³⁷Cl enrichment (Fig.4). This enrichment might be attributable to Cl isotope fractionation processes in the unsaturated zone inasmuch as normal isotope effects of both reactive and non-reactive processes (such as diffusion-controlled vaporization) in the unsaturated zone accumulate for Cl (Jeannottat and Hunkeler, 2012). Since there are not available barrel values (Table 1), the most depleted S4 values (+3.5‰ for δ³⁷Cl and -28.2‰ for δ¹³C) was considered as origin for slope calculations.

CT samples in Fig. 4 showed a general C and Cl enrichment trend confirming CT degradation processes. If S3, S7 and S9 values are considered together with the above-mentioned origin, the obtained Λ value (4±1, R² = 0.82) is statistically similar (ANCOVA p>0.05) to that found in laboratory experiments for CT hydrogenolysis combined with CT thiolytic reduction (Py in Fig.4, Rodríguez-Fernández et al. 2018b). Despite this general observation, a separate study of each well is provided since it is interesting to discern different contributions of these pathways under each wells’ conditions.

In this sense, CT samples of S3 show a Λ value (4±2, R²=0.91) statistically similar to the reference slope for net hydrogenolysis (Fe(0) reaction in Fig.4, Λ= 5.8±0.4, Rodríguez-Fernández et al. 2018b). The obtained Λ value for S3 is also consistent i) with an OS-SET mechanism (Heckel et al., 2017a) (6.7±0.4); ii) with biodegradation obtained in microcosms experiments using sediment slurry from this well (6.1±0.5, Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018a), and iii) with a reductive pathway involving Pseudomonas stutzeri, obtained when vitamin B₁₂ was added in the slurry (5±1, Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018a). This result confirmed in situ CT anaerobic reduction in S3, consistently with the steady Eh controlled by the Fe-system during the studied period (Fig.A1). Nevertheless, due to the relatively high CS₂ amount detected in S3 a certain contribution of thiolytic CT reduction mediated by iron sulfides like pyrite (Davis et al., 2003; Rodríguez-Fernández et al. 2008b) or biotically-mediated by sulfate-reducing bacteria (Koenig et al., 2012) cannot be excluded. This hypothesis is supported by the decrease in total dissolved iron and sulfate concentrations and by a δ³⁴S enrichment in SO₄²⁻ (from +14±0.2 to +22±0.2‰) with depth in S3 (Table A1). Therefore, although the dual slope revealed hydrogenolysis as the main pathway, little involvement of thiolytic or hydrolytic reduction might be possible (Py and Mag reactions, respectively in Fig.4, Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018b).

Assuming reductive biodegradation as the main CT degradation process, the maximum extent D (%) in S3 would be 72±11%, which is estimated using εCT from S3 microcosm experiments (-16±6‰) (Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018a), the most positive value for CT in S3 as δ¹³C₀ (-10.3±0.3‰), and the most depleted value found in the field as δ¹³C₀ (-30.0±0.5‰).
This D value in S3 is probably a conservative estimate since leaching of less-degraded CT from the unsaturated zone could mask $\delta^{13}$C values (see further discussion in Isotopic mass balance section in SI).

Since S7 and S9 showed similar slopes, isotope data of CT from these wells were combined. The resulting $\Lambda$ (2±1, R$^2$=0.79) is statistically similar to that inferred with Py, suggesting that both CT hydrogenolysis with CT thiolytic reduction might occur (Py in Fig.4, Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018b). However, the contribution of CT thiolytic reduction is revealed higher in S7 and S9 than in S3, attending to 2D-CSIA approach and as it was also confirmed by $\delta^{13}$C$_{SUM}$ comparison between S3 and S7 in Nov-10 (see SI). CT reduction pathways are consistent with the low Eh values measured in the deepest parts of S7 (Fig.A1). The maximum D of CT would be 84±6% for S7 and 90±4% for S9 assuming a combination of hydrogenolysis and thiolytic reduction pathways (Fig.4) and using a $\varepsilon_{CT}$=-5±‰ (Py, Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018b), the most enriched values for CT in S7 and S9 as $\delta^{13}$C$_t$ (-21.0±0.3‰ and -19±1‰, respectively), and the most depleted value found in the field as $\delta^{13}$C$_0$ (-3.0±0.5‰).

The interpretation of the determined dual C-Cl isotope trends for CF (Fig.4) should consider that CF can also be produced by CT degradation besides being degraded, similarly to trichloroethene or cis-1,2-dichloroethene in previous studies (Badin et al., 2016). Thus, comparison with reported $\Lambda$ values from literature is not straightforward. According to Hunkeler et al. (2009), in a reaction where CF is a by-product, $\delta^{37}$Cl$_{CF}$ cannot be more depleted than the initial $\delta^{37}$Cl value of the parent compound CT (assuming no secondary isotopic effects). In Ödena, all field $\delta^{37}$Cl$_{CF}$ values plotted in Fig. 4 are more depleted than $\delta^{37}$Cl$_{CT}$ ones, confirming the predominance of CF as a parent compound. Moreover, CF was present in the sources as a pure phase in the barrels (Table 1) and represented more than 70% of the molar fraction among CMs in the other sources. These two arguments support a predominance of CF as a parent compound and suggest that, although some contribution of CF as by-product is undeniable, the obtained CF $\Lambda$ values are primarily controlled by CF degradation.

Values for pit source’s influence area (S1 and S4), clearly plot in a different pattern than those from the rest of the wells (Fig. 4). As it was argued previously for CT, a single original CMs mixture is considered and reactive processes that fractionate inversely are discarded for the interpretation of the data since they have not been described yet. Shifts towards heavier $\delta^{37}$Cl over time due to source aging are also expected for CF. The most depleted $\delta^{37}$Cl$_{CF}$ value determined in the field site was -3.9±0.6‰, which was measured in S1 (422 m.a.s.l., Mar-13), consistent with the most depleted $\delta^{37}$Cl$_{CF}$ commercial values. Since calculations for estimating the $\delta^{37}$Cl$_0$ of CF require the unavailable $\varepsilon$Cl of CF diffusion in Ödena’s soil, the SD of the most depleted $\delta^{37}$Cl$_{CF}$ value was considered for obtaining the value used as origin for slope
calculations, i.e. $\delta^{37}\text{Cl}_{\text{CF}} = -4.5\%$. In the case of C, the most depleted $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CF}}$ determined in the field site (barrels, $-46.2\pm0.4\%$, in the upper range of for commercial CF) was considered as the outset for the slope (Table 1, Fig.4).

S1 data from Mar-13 and Nov-14 campaigns form a cluster while data of the other wells distribute along a clear trend (Fig.4). This different behaviour could be related to the absence of CMs leaching in S1, while in the other wells, leaching was proved. The obtained slope for S1 ($\Lambda=19\pm7$, $R^2=0.84$) was consistent with CF oxidation (OX, Fig.4) or with CF alkaline hydrolysis (AH, Fig.4) (ANCOVA, $p>0.05$) (Torrentó et al., 2017). CF oxidation in the pit source’s influence area might be supported by an Eh evolution from Fe-controlled conditions in 2006 and 2007 towards more oxidising conditions in the latter campaigns (Fig.1, Fig.A1) which is consistent with open air spills in the pit source during chemical plant activity (Palau et al., 2014). Aerobic CF cometabolism is supported by the presence of BTEXs in the studied field site. BTEXs can act as a primary substrate (carbon source) of monooxygenases (Cappelletti et al., 2012) and they were found ranging from 4 to 4000 µg/L in wells located in the source’s areas in Mar-13. Alkaline hydrolysis might also be plausible given the hydraulic conductivity between the trench, where CF alkaline hydrolysis takes place, and the S1 well (Torrentó et al., 2014). Complementary tools would be necessary to distinguish both processes.

The CF dual C-Cl isotope slopes are only linear considering S3 and S7 wells, thus, wells S4, S8 and S9 were not included in $\Lambda$ calculations. The dual C-Cl isotope slopes observed for CF in S3 (Mar-13 and Nov-14) and S7 (Mar-13) are $\Lambda=3.3\pm0.8$ ($R^2=0.90$) and $4\pm1$ ($R^2=0.97$), respectively, considering the same CF origin as for S1 well. Both $\Lambda$ values are more similar to CF reduction processes (Fe(0) and BIO+B12, Fig.4, Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018a,b) than to CF oxidation or alkaline hydrolysis (OX and AH, Fig.4, Torrentó et al., 2017), in accordance with the redox conditions (Fig.1) and with the presence of DCM indicative of hydrogenolysis (Fig.2). The lack of statistical coincidence between CF $\Lambda$ values of wells S3 and S7 and the available reference values for reduction processes could be attributed to 1) mixing of degraded CF with pollutant continuously being leached into the saturated zone that in turn, might be continuously affected by isotope fractionation processes; 2) chlorine isotope fractionation by a non-reactive processes, such as diffusion (Jeannottat and Hunkeler, 2012) that might explain lower S3 and S7 CF slopes regarding the reference slopes; 3) certain influence of CF as by-product and/or 4) the existence of other non-characterized CF degradation pathways.

**Conclusions**

Although Òdena is a complex polluted site, it has been shown that the identification of CMs degradation by-products and the long-term monitoring of CMs concentration and of $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ and redox shifts are valuable tools for disclosing the effects in CMs of the removal of the pollutant
sources and for detecting CMs natural attenuation. Moreover, CSIA and CMs concentration monitoring have been useful tools to identify the aging of the pollution sources and the existence of still active leaching source zones.

Almost all samples from wells and sources (before the removal, 2002-2005) were enriched in $^{13}$C with respect to CT and CF commercial values. Unexpectedly, $\delta^{13}$C values of CT from tank source were more enriched than those of all groundwater samples (except for the highly degraded CT in S3 well). Both observations revealed i) the occurrence of strong isotope fractionation processes during industrial activities or during sources aging in the unsaturated zone before source’s removal, and ii) an important leaching to the saturated zone previous to the CMs isotope fractionation in sources. Thus, the most depleted isotope CMs values found in the Òdena site (S1 and S4 wells) and the $\delta^{13}$C CF value from barrels in 2002 were considered representative of the CT and CF isotopic composition of the original source. Therefore, results indicate that values found in aged sources should be treated with caution, when evaluating and quantifying current field degradation.

The monitoring methodologies also evidenced that in the pit source’s influence area, the focus of CMs pollution was detached from S1 and moved downwards to S4 well, confirming that the source removal was effective and that no new CMs entered in this part of the plume. Nevertheless, they also revealed that the removal of the tank and wastewater pipe sources was incomplete because new CMs incomings were still arriving at S3, S7 and S8 wells during the monitoring time and the plume seemed still active. The S7 well was of special concern because leaching of CMs prevailed, and caused the highest CMs concentrations in the field site during the studied period. The furthest well downstream from the chemical plant (S9) showed CMs concentration values that exceeded the legal threshold values. Despite this fact, important CT and CF isotope fractionation processes have been identified in the wells located close to the former disposal areas (S1, S3 and S7), proving that CT and CF natural attenuation processes exist.

The use of dual element CSIA allowed the identification of the degradation pathways occurring at different areas of this fractured aquifer. CT reductive pathways were confirmed in S3, S7 and S9 wells, where CT degradation extents over 90% were estimated. Results suggest that CF oxidative degradation might have occurred at the former pit source area (S1 well), in consistency with open air spills documented in this area and with the observed evolution of porewater redox conditions towards more oxidising values after source removal. However, dual isotope slope in this area also fitted with CF alkaline hydrolysis occurring in groundwater coming from the upstream remediation trench (Torrentó et al., 2014), and therefore, complementary tools are needed for distinguishing both processes. For instance, hydrogen
isotopes analysis (i.e., δ²H), or active microbial population assessment (e.g. monooxygenase-
encoding genes or species) would be useful for distinguishing between both pathways. Finally,
results suggest that in S3 and S7 wells, CF degradation is due to reductive processes.

This research shows for the first time that 2D-CSIA is a valuable tool for satisfactorily detecting
and identifying CMs natural attenuation processes in fractured aquifers. Therefore, it is a
promising approach to assess tailored remediation strategies in complex polluted field sites and
for further monitoring them over time.
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Figure 1. Ödena site map and groundwater monitoring wells network (S1-10). Groundwater flow system from Palau et al. (2014) was used to draw a simplified contamination CMs plume evolution (sum of molar concentrations of CT, CF and DCM at the most contaminated level for each well) from A) March 2010 to B) March 2013. The barrels from chemical plant, the tank, pit and the wastewater pipe were all removed in 2005 but are shown in the map for a better understanding. Rectangles in B represent the well’s Eh-controlling system from 2006 to 2014, determined after analysing the Eh-pH diagrams (Fig. A1), calculated with data from field samples over time (Table A1). N system means equilibrium between nitrogen (N) chemical species of the N-H$_2$O system and Fe system, equilibrium between iron (Fe) chemical species of the Fe-S-C-H$_2$O system, according to Eh and pH values measured in each well. If changes in the redox conditions of a well were detected in Eh-pH diagrams (Fig. A1) in depth (i.e. S4 and S7) or over time (i.e. S1) they are also specified in the figure.

Table 1. CT, CF and DCM carbon isotopic composition ($\delta^{13}$C, ‰) of the three Ödena site’s pollution sources previously identified by Palau et al. (2014) are shown. Samples from the abandoned barrels, the tank and the pit were taken from 2002 to 2005. $\delta^{13}$C ranges of commercial CMs from different suppliers (see Table A2 in SI for details) are also shown. b.d.l.: below detection limit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>b.d.l.</td>
<td>-16.1±0.9</td>
<td>-11.30±0.04</td>
<td>b.d.l.</td>
<td>-54.4 to -37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>-46.2±0.4</td>
<td>-29.9±0.1</td>
<td>-34.0±0.6</td>
<td>-36.7±0.6</td>
<td>-63.7 to -43.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>-42.1±0.5</td>
<td>-36±3</td>
<td>b.d.l.</td>
<td>b.d.l.</td>
<td>-40.9 to -34.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Total CMs molar concentration (µM, dots), in logarithmic scale, and molar fraction distribution (bars) for Mar-10, Nov-10, Mar-13 and Nov-14 campaigns in wells S1, S4, S3, S6, S8, S9 and S10. The panels are organized by clustering those wells belonging to a source’s influence area (blue: pit source’s area; fuchsia: tank source’s area and orange: wastewater pipe area). S9 and S10 are the downstream controls in green. Different sampling depths for each well are represented when possible (in meters above sea level, m.a.s.l.).
Figure 3. Carbon and chlorine isotopic composition of CT (left panels) and CF (right panels) for wells S1 and S4 (A, B), S3 and S6 (C, D), S7 and S8 (E, F), and S9 and S10 (G, H) at different depths (m.a.s.l.) and campaigns. The shaded areas show the δ^{13}C_{CT} and δ^{13}C_{CF} range of commercial solvents, barrels, tank and pit sources, when available. In most cases, error bars are smaller than the symbols.
Figure 4. Dual C-Cl isotope plot for CT and CF data from sampling wells (S-number) in Mar-13 and Nov-14 campaigns (n.a. = data not available). Error bars show uncertainty in δ\(^{13}\)C and δ\(^{37}\)Cl values. δ\(^{13}\)C of the sources (barrels, pit and tank) sampled prior to their removal and δ\(^{13}\)C and δ\(^{37}\)Cl of commercial compounds are represented in black and grey dashed lines and boxes for CT and CF, respectively. Upper plots show: CF (left) reference slopes of oxidation (OX), alkaline hydrolysis (AH) and hydrogenolysis + reductive elimination (Fe(0)) from Torrentó et al. (2017); outer-sphere single electron transfer (OS-SET) from Heckel et al. (2017a); and CF inferred pathways from biodegradation with vitamin B\(_{12}\) (BIO+B\(_{12}\)) (Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018a); as well as CT (right) reference slopes of hydrogenolysis (Fe(0), Rodríguez-Fernández, 2018b) and inferred pathways from biodegradation with vitamin B\(_{12}\) from microcosms (BIO and +B\(_{12}\), Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018a) and from degradation by pyrite (Py) and by magnetite (Mag) at pH 12, Rodríguez-Fernández, 2018b). The CT and CF slopes (Λ\(_{well}\)) are shown relative to the most depleted isotope values detected in the field (referred as ‘Origin’ in legend).